three

Number of new scents—Play It
Lovely, Play It Sexy and Play
It Spicy ($17 each)—Playboy
is rolling out in its first-ever
foray into women’s fragrance.
We recommend layering them
to get the full bunny effect.
Drugstores citywide

march 4th
Day when Sugar Factory American Brasserie
debuts at Paris Las Vegas. The confection company’s first full-scale restaurant offers tasty fare
such as eggs Benedict, banana-split waffles and
gourmet cupcakes, along with a chocolate lounge
and an expansive retail store stocked with its
coveted couture pops. sugarfactory.com
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Cost of these Judith Leiber
crystal earrings from her new
jewelry collection. The line
is apropos—Leiber’s iconic,
sparkling minaudières evoke
the idea of dazzling, diminutive
jewel boxes. The Forum Shops
at Caesars; judithleiber.com

125

The number of high-rollerworthy recipes featured
in The Seven Stars
Cookbook—Recipes
From World-Class Casino
Restaurants. Caesars
Entertainment’s best-selling
cookbook will travel to Paris
in March to compete for the
“best of” title.
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1960s
Inspiration for
Victoria Beckham’s
dresses, which finally
hit the Strip with
her Spring 2011
collection. Filled with
1960s silhouettes,
dramatic curves and
playful colors like
Cadillac pink and
sultry silver, these
body-conscious
dresses will be
strutting off the racks.
Neiman Marcus,
Fashion Show;
neimanmarcus.com

$595

INSIGHT

Coral
Craze

Bright accessories,
like this coral bead
necklace ($815) from
jewelry designers
Jose & Maria
Barrera, add a pop
of spring color to
any look. Neiman
Marcus, Fashion Show;
neimanmarcus.com

wild about
The roster of A-list
labels continues to
grow at Crystals, and
the latest truly ups the
ante: Harry Winston,
the go-to jeweler for
engagement rings the
size of skating rinks,
recently opened the
doors of its second Las
Vegas boutique (after
The Forum Shops).
Crystals, CityCenter;
harrywinston.com

Céline,
Take Deux
On March 15, the
incomparable Céline
Dion takes to the stage for
a three-year engagement at
the place that started it all,
The Colosseum at Caesars
Palace. The beloved FrenchCanadian songstress will
again make grown women
cry with her brand-new
show paying homage to
Hollywood. ticketmaster.com;
celineinvegas.com

Kwiat’s Sparkling Water

Proof that a little bling can go a long way? Recently Kwiat debuted its charity
Diamond Waterdrop bracelet, crafted of a silver “waterdrop” set with a .02-carat diamond on a leather bracelet. The best part? All profits from the $100 price tag benefit
Charity:Water, a nonprofit organization dedicated to bringing safe drinking water to
the one billion people who live without. The Shoppes at The Palazzo; kwiat.com
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Get to Know:

Katharine
McPhee
everyone always
asks me...

What Simon Cowell is really
like. But now people are finally
starting to know me from things
other than American Idol.

Secret weapon
when traveling...

I’m a big vitamin taker and take
probiotics to keep me healthy. I
also put a thin layer of Vaseline
in my nose before I get on a
plane to block infections.

Vegas is...

Maybe the only place left where
you can see someone at 6 in the
morning in a sequined gown and
not look twice. I just love it!

Favorite place to go
in town...

Still has to be Tao. I don’t think
I’ve ever had a bad meal there.

the first time i
ever visited...

Was when I came to be on Ed
McMahon’s Next Big Star show
when I was 17. Once again,
always the bridesmaid! I came
in second. First prize was a PT
Cruiser, and I really wanted it!

favorite charity...

Feeding America and its program to ensure that children
have access to meals. I’m on
their entertainment council and
get to meet a lot of the kids.

trendy tivoli

Artfully designed and aesthetically pleasing,
Tivoli Village at Queensridge, set to
open on March 24, will be home to an
intimate but varied group of shops and
restaurants including Charming Charlie
accessories, Petra Greek Restaurant,
Brio Tuscan Grille, Ritual Salon & Spa,
Stash boutique and more. tvqr.com

AuTM!
Win or lose, a withdrawal of real
gold bars or coins from the new
Gold to Go ATM at the Golden
Nugget will make gamblers
feel like they really struck it
rich. goldennugget.com
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There She Sleeps

American Signature Furniture’s new 10-piece Miss America Youth
Collection for girls (with details like carved rosette knobs and
jewel-like accents) includes a bed fit for a beauty queen and a
flip-up vanity to check that winning smile. asfurniture.com
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